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What is Research Data?
Research Data is any output that is derived from 
research including but not limited to:

• Spreadsheet data
• Code
• Images
• Video
• Audio files
• 3D visualisations
• Map data (KML files)
• Posters
• Presentations



What is Figshare?
Figshare is a place where users can make all of their 

research outputs available in a citable, shareable, and 
discoverable manner.



Rhodes Figshare
stage environment



Why store and share your 
research data on Rhodes 

Figshare?



Get a citable DOI for your research

kässi, otto; Hadley, Martin; Lehdonvirta, Vili (2019): Online Labour Index: Measuring the Online Gig Economy for Policy and Research. figshare. 
Dataset. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3761562 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3761562


Safely store your research outputs in 
the cloud

Figshare is a cloud-based 
software accessible anywhere, 
on-campus or off-campus, just 
use your Rhodes single sign-on 
login to access



Use your Rhodes login to access



Securely collaborate with researchers 
from other institutions



Demonstrate impact with Altmetrics, 
usage metrics and citation counts



Open Access funder compliance



Have your data reviewed before it’s 
published



Collect your research outputs into a 
Collection with its own DOI



Conditions on data



Case study: Peter Kallaway (UCT)



“Research in the field of history of education is a

much-neglected field of African Studies and it is

our hope that access to this bibliography will promote

interest in this fascinating and important

field which provides a laboratory for understanding

the complex and contested field of educational

policy in Africa. ”

Read the case study

View the Edubase bibliography on ZivaHub

Case study: Peter Kallaway (UCT)

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7110602.v2
https://doi.org/10.25375/uct.6993917.v1


Case study: Peter Kallaway (UCT)



School of Batman is 
a podcast where 
we ask academics 
to fight crime using 
their research. 

Tune in on: 
Soundcloud 
iTunes 
Spotify
Twitter
Figshare

How can Batman survive a crash on an island with a very 
small crop of a local harvest to regain his strength?

Case study: Bianke Loedolff (Stellies)



Case study: Bianke Loedolff (Stellies)

Listen to Dr Loedolff’s podcast on Figshare

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7240283.v2


Case study: David Jacobs (UCT)

Why is Dr Langstrom no longer able to pick up on 
Batman’s sonar blips that enabled speedy captures in the 
past? Dr Jacobs helps explain what could be going on.



Case study: David Jacobs (UCT)

Listen to Dr Jacob’s School of Batman Episode on Figshare

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8058359.v1


Thanks!
Questions?

Kay Lino

Technical Account Manager, Figshare

kay@figshare.com

mailto:kay@figshare.com

